Telephone s deaf ear to
students will be corrected
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Captain Matt M aley (21) lead s cheers as final seconds tick away in Colby 's
season-ending 17-13 victory over Bowdoin. Maley won the Gold Helmet
award for his performance. See stories on page 14 and 15.

Facult y votes f or students
to sign course evaluations
by Grace Reef
The faculty meeting last
Wednesday focused on and
passed several proposals of
the All-College Evaluation
Form Committee (ACF) and
the Educational Policy
Committee ( EPC) ,. both of
which had been approved in
principle prior to this
meeting.
The issue of whether or
not a C - would constitute
the passing grade in a passfail course was not debated
or acted upon.
As a result students will
soon
find
themselves
signing
their
course
evaluation forms, and the
distinction between basic
and flexible credits has
been eliminated.
These decisions were not
reached without debate
though. First, Professor
Robert McArthur reintroduced a comprehensive
course evaluation form and
asked for its final approval.
The form consisted of eight
basic questions that would
serve as a core for the
, departmental
various
evaluation forms distributed
to classes at the end of the
semester.
These core
questions will give valuable
feedback to the appropriate
professors and will serve as
a guide l tb the administ rat ion In certa in
tenure decisions,
Dri . Lewfe Lester then
introduced a motion t hat
these core evaluat ion forms

be legibly signed and that
no unsigned forms be included in the faculty
dossier. He stressed that
students should be accountable for their actions,
and that a form which could
be used in possible tenure
decisions should be signed
due to students' responsibility. In a close vote cf
hands, Lester's proposal
passed and was tacked on to
the McArthur proposal.
Professor Peter Harris
who was among the faculty

members disappointed with
this outcome, discussed the
possible negative effects on
the students. He felt that
the students should not be
bound to sign the forms.
Professor , John Sweeney
also commented that he felt
students are basically kind,
not malicious. He compared the signing, of
evaluation forms with the
public' signing election
ballots. He believed that
Continuedon Pa ge4

by Steven Nicholas
Colby students will not be prevented from
reaching out and touching someone in
Waterville for too much longer. Telephone
service to the city will be restored "in two
to
three
weeks,"
according
to
Administrative Vice President Stanley
Nicholson.
Nicholson said that four options for
reinstating the Colby-to-Waterville phone
service are being considered in a two-week
"testing " period which began last Monday.
The new local call options will "certainly
not be exactly what we had before, but very
dose," he added.
The local- call problem was just one of
many sources of the student confusion
which precipitated after the new Dimension
2Q0O telephone system went into effect last
Saturday . A revised telephone directory
including the new four-digit campus phone
numbers has been printed, but as yet is
available only in the college bookstore.
More accessible publications are forthcoming, said Business Manager Gloria
Goodine.
According to Goodine, the switch was
made from three-digit numbers to four-digit
numbers for "safety 's sake."
"We wanted a system which guaranteed
that, no matter where a student is, she or
he can contact security," she said.
With four-digit extension numbers,
students with private phones can now dial
the "872" exchange, and then the four
numbers, to reach any phone on campus. It
is part of Colby's new telephone policy,
which is to encourage students to purchase
their contract with New England Telephone
to have private phones installed in their
rooms, As of yet, however, only Dana Hall,
Taylor Hall, Stvrtevant Hall, The Heights,
and KDR fraternity have the telephone
jacks necessary to do so. The rest of the
dormitories will have jacks installed during

dormitory renovation, which is not expected
to be complete until around 1990..
Goodine did note that "it was antici pa t ed
that more students would vye for the
private phone option," than have thus far.
Nevertheless, in keeping 'with the policy
of encouraging private telephones, all intracampus phones have been removed from
individual rooms. Goodine assured tha t "we
will always provide phones on dormitory
floors," however.
The new phone system was necessary,
according to Goodine, because the college
"had outgrown the old, mechanical
system."
"We had reached capacity in the old
system," she explained. "We couldn't grow
- there were no more available lines, whi ch
meant we couldn't install new phones in
dorms or offices without taking one from
somewhere else on campus."
The new system is based on a
microcomputer, and has a capacity for 2000
extensions. It also has advantages in two
other areas - economics and ethics. "It's
a very economical system," said Goodine ,
"and you can't cheat it. "
Goodine noted that the new system
automatically chooses the cheapest route
through which a call can be placed. If an
administrator makes a call outside of
Waterville but within Maine, for instance ,
the Dimension 2000 system will put the call
through on a Watts line rather than via long
distance.
Goodine also noted that there is "no way "
for students to "get past the computer" in
making long distance calls. The system 's
Statistical Message Detail Reporter (SMDR) can trace every call on campus to the
extension from which it was made.
The Dimension 2000 has some other
special features, such as transferring calls
within the system and holding three-way
Continued on Pa ge 6

Honor Code forum explains
viabilit y of new proposal
by Lee St, Laurent
"The goals of our
proposals are to improve
the college atmosphere, and
to make Colby a better
place to live and learn,"
said
Professor
Jim
Mclntyre, chairman of the
EPC Su bcommittee on
Academic Honesty.
Last week at ATO the
committee held the first of
many proposed f orums on
its recently formulated
document on Academic Hon
Yesty which will be used to
gain
feedback.
Their
recommendations call f or a
general code of behavior
instead of a nuinber of rules
covering every infraction ,

This subcommittee, the
fourth to study dishonesty
at Colby, based Its
recommendations on the
examples set by Haverford
College and Wesleyan
University. Both institutions
sport comparable liberal
arts stan dards and h ave
adopted an Honor System ,
However ,
committee
members stressed the
strong differences Colby's
honor system' would have in
comparison with traditional
honor codes. Committee
member ) David Strage
emphasized, "At Colby, If
you see someone ch eating',
you are under no obligation
to report the incident,
Although , it is hoped it

would be reported."
Professor' Moss, in his
"Moss for the Masses"
presentation commented on
tlie need for trust if the code
is to work. "Look," he said,
"there are two theories on
the philosophy of education.
We can either view students
as dishonest little cretins, or
we can say ... given the
proper
atmosphere,
educat ion m ight even be
enjoyable. , Rules and
regulations promote the
former. We want to see
more of the latter." As
evidence of this point, there
will be as few laws as
possible, governing campus
Continued on Page 3
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What Gay-Strtn ght Alliance is all about
by Putt Noyes

Kennebec p lig hts

Gay-Straight
Colby's
Alliance was formed during
the 80-81 school year as a
support
group
for
homosexuals. The group Is
"a place to talk where you
don't have to be careful
about what you say...there
are others who understand
what gay people are going
through and who want to
give their support. "

The economic picture in Kennebec County this
fall is not positive, as three plants face an idle
future. Up in Pittsfield, the Pittsfield Chair Co.
shut down on Friday after 12 years in operation,
ending 54 jobs. Its parent company, citing a
downturn in the market, transferred the operations
to Gardner;, Mass. and has no plans to reopen the
plant.
In Clinton, the Ski-Land Woolen Mill, which once
employed 400 persons, is in a precarious financial
state and running at minimal capacity. Its future is
uncertain.
On West Riber Rd. in Waterville, the Wyandotte
woolen mill, which once also employed 400 people,
but was shut down after its parent company went
bankrupt this year, will probably not be reopened
as a mill by any company. By a court order its
machinery will be sold off separately, over the
objections of its receivers, and a separate buyer
will be sought for the building. It is hoped that an
electronics firm will be brought to the facilities.

harrassment and physical
threats
against ¦[ '.) ¦'
homosexuals and signs
publicizing meetings have
been torn down. Said GSA
member Nash Robbins,
"I'm ashamed as well as
disgusted by anyone who
feels so threatened by the

{y
"It's ridiculousY,Y/' said

another member/ ^'It's just
like the KKK hating blacks,
of Hitler 's anti-semitism."
President Cotter admitted
to being unaware that any
form of harrassment was
taking place on Ycampus,
and said, "SomeYimmatiire
people may be embarrassed
Gay Straight Alliance that by
(as
such topics
they ha-ve to harass homosexuality); but I think
homosexuals. It's obvious it's ignorance rather than
these people don't know
Contirtued on Page 6
about homosexuality..."

Grants to provide innovative seminars
by Cathy Walsh
One of the newest proposals for enriching Colby's
academic program involves the introduction of senior
colloquia seminars. Such seminars would not merely be
focused in one field of concentration such as economics the current seminars at Colby already serve this purpose - but would combine areas of the Social sciences,
the humanities, and the natural sciences.
According to the Senior Program Committee, these
colloquia will have three principal aims : to tie together
the disparate components of a student's course of study,
to encourage a student to use his or her major to gain
perspectives .on major human and social problems, and
to address questions of how a liberal education will
continue after college.
Professor Robert McArthur, chairman of the Senior
Program Committee stated: "We hope to see topics like
genetic engineering discussed in a seminar with biology,
government, philosophy, and religion maj ors to have
students examine such an issue from both a moral and
technical viewpoint."
By combining the social sciences, natural sciences
and humanities into the colloquias, Colby will have a
truly unique program for it will be the only small
college to have the natural sciences brought info the
combined seminars.
"The senior colloquia seminars will enable a student
to look beyond the confines of his major dr majors - to
see the broader spectrum of the other areas of the
liberal arts," said McArthur. "Student participants will
consciously; attempt to make sense out of their circumstances as seniors, and out of their entire college
program. "

Soviet flig hts
Aeroflot, the Soviet national airline, will have its
New York-Moscow and Washington-Moscow flights
suspended for one week because two flights'on
November 8 made illegal flight paths over "sensitive" New England areas.
Normally, the IL-62 jets are supposed to keep out
to sea between Presque Isle and Long Island but
apparently the two flights deliberately passed over
Maine, New Hampshire, Massachusetts, and
Connecticut military areas including the nuclear
sub base and plant in Groton, CT. .
Technically, the State Department considers
Aeroflot planes to be part of the Soviet Air Force
and said they can carry surveillance equipment. It
was not known though, if the planes involved
carried such equipment.
Pounded in 1877, the Echo is published weekly,
except during vacation and examination oeriods. bv
the students of Colby College. All correspondence
should be addressed to the Editor, Colby Echo,
Colby College, Waterville, Me. 04901. The Echo is
represented by the College Advertising Service.Inc.
for national advertising: Entered as second class
mail at Waterville, Me. 04901. Subscriptions are
available at $8.00 per year.

Last year, the Educational Policy Committee

originally proposed senior, team-taught colloquia which
would foster such generalizations and the motion was
passed unanimously by the faculty. A Senior Program
was formed to seek funds from the National Endowment
for the Humanities so a specialist could be brought to
the campus to examine Colby's current programs and
make suggestions.
\
Aid was provided by the foundation, and Colby invited
Professor Len Clark of Earlham College for a severalday visit. Professor Clark was responsible for designing
and supervising an innovative senior colloquia program
at Earlham, and valuable ideas and suggestions on
ways Colby could institute such a program were supplied by him.
The Senior Program Committee has been hard at
work since then developing a pilot program that would
go into effect for three years. Foiir to six colloquia
seminars will be offered each year, involving 80 to 130
senior participants.
The Committe is now in the process of applying again
to the National Endowment for the Humanities to get
additional financial support. If funds are received, they
will enable some departments to hire extra teachersso
participating faculty members will have more time to
devote to the seminars. Approximately eight to ten
faculty members will be involved in these seminars
each year.
The Committee is in the midst of planning a specific
proposal that will suggest ways in which the various
seminars can be offered. This proposal, when completed, will go to the EPC and then to the faculty, for
approval. The Committee believed that several of the
desirable features of senior colloquia can be incorporated into courses taught by single instructors, or
in directed indepentdent study.

Quad safe ty pr oblem imp rovements

Note : The Echo will not publish next week.
Have a Happy Than ksgiving. - The Editor s

by John Delapa
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New safety improvements
were recently installed in
the women's quad resulting
'
from
an outbreak of
of
Fairfield
&
\ ¦ ^W^A
assaults which have oc' f^ Ti jSp- Sporting & Athletic Equipment S cured there since the
S " '^
beginning of school. There
have been cases of peeping
tom's, broken windows, and
threatening notes placed on
room doors.

LEVI Imperfec ts $12."
^
I CHAMOIS Shirts $15."

The group is open both to
gays
and
straights.
Relationships of all types
are discussed, and no one is
condemned
for
"unconventional" views. But
more than that, the GSA
"wants . the Colby community to realize that gay
people do exist,- that
perhaps their closest friends
are gay."
The fight is an uphill one,
however. There have been
several incidents of verbal
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Six extra .spotlights were
placed around the quad and
all
basement
rooms
received campus extension
phones so students may call
Security from their room in
the event of trouble.
Security there has been
tripled and the building is
now checked every how.
Later this year blocks will
be placed on all windows so
students can lock opened
windows at a certain height.
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Ken Gagon, head of
security, thought the . steps
taken will improve security.
Last Friday Acting Dean of
Students Janice Seitzinger ,
arid Gagon met with women
residents of the quad , and
decided that the steps taken
were enough )o handle the
present problems.
If t he assau lts cont inue ,
more measures will ¦ be
taken, such as installing
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bars on windows, placing
alarms on fire doors, ' and
replacing all glass windows
with plexiglass. However,
the
general , feeling
throughout the quad ,is good
and the residents think the
improvements will help.
There has been - one
complaint, however , f rom
students who live in the
rear of Johnson. Two/very
bright spot lights shine
through the rooms at the
rear of Johnson arid
students there say the light
affects their sleeping , Doug
Brown . of Johnson said,
"That light is obnoxious and
doos ( ;: , r no;t^ 2, allow , v ., for
psychological , , . habituation
processes, , to occur, £ since

the light; goes bri . ana ! off
eradicoll y throu ghout the
nlghtl " : Now Johnson
students ure suggesting that
shades be Installed In the
rear rooms; Y. r •. ;. ' • .Yi V.^Y

Colby teac ner s talk
Honor code propos al under scrutin y

(Photo by JlmPolk)
EPC Academic Dishonesty Subcommittee Chairman James Mclntyre (right)
and committee member David Strage field questions at last week's forum

• Hon or code discussed

Continuedf r omPa ge 1
living responsibilities to the
students.
Survey results taken last
year by Mclntyre showed a
high degree of academic
dishonesty. Some students
at the forum became
skeptical that cheating was
so prevalent at Colby
judging from the high
figures. But the panel was
united
in
saying,
"Academicdishonesty is not
confined to Colby."
The general attitude of
the students at the forum
was that "students are hot
basically honest," and
therefore Colby needed a
set policy to handle this
problem. Moss stressed
however, that was an incorrect belief. "There are
three types of students:" he
said, "those who never
cheat, those who always
cheat, and the majority in
the middle who, given the
opportunity, may or may
not cheat."
Given a proper collegiate
atmosphere, It was hoped
that this last group would
choose not to cheat.
Therefore, the committee
said, the system would need
three or four years to catch
on. Professor Jay Labov
commented, "In effect , we
will need four years to get a
full student body who have
been living under the environment of academic
honest y to change th e
present college atmosphere
which promotes, cheating."
Bob Hoffman , also an EPC
member; said, "The code
worked at Haverfordwhile I
was there because people
believed in it It had been
ingrained by the students."
Sonic
othor
recommendations discussed at the
forum were self-scheduled
final } exam times and the
elimination of "Intimidating
proctors,!1 These proposals
should help .alleviate the
academic pressure to excel
which promotes dishonesty.
One student questioned
the pnnc l as to what wou ld
happen 1 If a professor arbitrarily or unfairly graded

students. Mclntyre replied,
"Students who report
faculty problems will be
assured of action against
unfair grading practices."
The panel also recommended the creation of an
elected Honor Board of nine
members - three from each
of the upperclasses. This
board would replace the
present Student Judiciary,
whose members are appointed by Stu-A. This
board could handle both
social
and
academic
problems at Colby since the
two areas are interrelated.
The problems of student
anonymity
and
the
elimination of Stu-J were
the most highly debatable
issues of the forum.
Although protection of the
confidentiality of students
was assured by the panel,
the fact remains that if a
case is brought to trial, the
accused must have a
chance bo confront the
accuser.

Given the prope r
atmosp here Colb y
students would
not cheat
On the other hand, Labov
said, "the very first step in
dealing with problems
would be for the parties
involved to have a personal
confrontation before the
honor board gets involved."
Moss said, "this would help
filter the number of cases
brought before the board so
that every pett y grievance
wou ld not swam
p the
¦
board."
If this'did not resolve the
problem, t he secon d ste p
would entail an
investigation by the board to
determine whether the ease
merited en effective trial.
Trials would bo rare since
they would require clear cut
evidence
of • guilt.
Throughout tho process, no
names would be published,
although tho decisions of the
board would be printed.
These rulings will serve as

the preceuent for proper
conduct.
Finally , the controversial
issue that involved the
replacement of Stu-J with
the Honor Board was
discussed. Jon Baskin, Chief
Justice 6f the Stu-J, argued
against its replacement.
EPC member David
Strage said, "We need the
most
democratic
representation
possible.
The present system of
appointment is many steps
removed from the student
body .,
This
system
presupposes that Stu-A is
more experienced or better
qualified than the actual
student body. "
Baskin
retorted,
"Appointments give a
varied board instead of a
group elected by popularity.
Also, the interviewing
process of Stu-J involves
questioning an appointee's
decisions in hypothetical
cases. Campus elections
lack any information about
candidates' viewpoints."
A . . compromise was
eventually reached with the
recommendation of
a
mandatory forum before the
board elections in order to
allow the opinions of the
candidates to be presented.
The purpose of this forum
was primarily to get student
input. It was hoped that
feedback
expressed in
letters t o th e comm ittee , the
ECHO and at future forums
will help make up a better
document for academic
honesty.
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In response to what is
perceived to be excessive
cheating at Colby, a new
honor system has been
presented to the students
and the faculty of the
College. The members of
Policy
the Education
Committee Subcommittee
on Academic Honesty
reached the conclusion that
cheating is widespread at
Colby through a poll sent to
the students last winter.
According to the poll, the
vtwo greatest causes of
cheating are academic
pressures and lack of
consistent punishment for
caught.
Subthose
committee Chairman Jim
Mclntyre felt that the
proposed code will, help
alleviate these problems.
But according to the subcommittee on the whole,
their major concern is to
change the atmosphere
about cheating at Colby.
Generally, faculty response
to the code, was one of
consistency. "I haven't
really studied it yet, but
there seem to be a lot of
problems," was a typical
quote.
The members of the subcommittee agreed that
there is an atmosphere at
Colby which seemed to
accept cheating. In some

classes,.they thought it was
even expected, Richard
Moss, a member of the subclaimed
committee,
"College is the beginning of
a new stage of socialization.
People at Colby are
socialized into accepting an
atmosphere of cheating."
He felt that the best way to
change this was by creating
a mutual feeling of trust
between the faculty and
students. Also he felt the
students should be treated
as, and given the responsibility of , adults.
Another alternative to
handling dishonesty at
Colby would be to impose
stringent rules on the_
students. Mclntyre said that
students believed teachers
proctor exams only because
they expected students to
cheat. He stated, "Policing
honesty - shouldn't
be
necessary."
Under the present system,
according to Moss, "Colby
ambivalent...caught
is
between an honor code
system and a police system."
He felt that the proposed
code should define the
school s position in a
positive manner.
The code will respond to
the two major causes of
cheating and will also
change the academic at-

mosphere. To lessen the
academic pressures, the
proposal planned to change
the final exam system and
possibly extend the changes
to other exams. Jay Labov,
another member of the subcommittee, said "We feel
there are varying degrees
of cheating, so we have
varying
degrees
of
penalties ." He wen t on to
explain that these unspecified penalties will be
consistent, and that they
will "help allevi ate the
problem."
Although the faculty as a
whole was slightly skeptical
about the code , t he members of the sub-committee
on Academic Honesty are
pleased with it. They all
agreed tha t it may not
work, but that it will take a
few years to tell.
As Labov said, we would
like to see this in effect lor
four years, so that we will
have U..Y influx of new
students. • We'r e hoping f or
four full years, then will
review it to see if it is
working." Moss exclaimed .
"I like the honor code - it
does nothing less than
revolutionize education. It
will help make education
more enjoyable, more
relaxed, and stimulate the
learning atmosphere."

City s first woman mayor
boasts varied background
by Jennifer Beever

(Photo by Paul Deranian
Tracto rs bulldoze over former dirt lot in bac k of Mary Low/Coburn. A new
parking lot is being built to accomodate the overflow from an overcrowded
Eustis lot. Sorry, no student cars.

Several
weeks
ago,
Democrat Nancy Hill won
her campaign for Mayor of
Waterville by collecting 59
percent of the city's voter
turn-out. Hill carried all
seven of the city's wards,
winning by a 3,263 to 2,232
margin.
"We did a lot of
organizing work," said
Hill. "We campaigned on
my assets." Citing her
previous experience in
Waterville, Hill felt tha! her
involvement in several
areas attribu ted to her
victory.
Hill said that she is
"pleased at the size of the
vote because it removed the
talk of a fluke ." At the time
of the election , the validity
of one voting machine was
questioned, but apparently
the problem has been

Colby Check helps pro tect valuables f rom thef t
by J ohn Collins
This past semester, a new
campuswide
theft
prevention system called
Colby Check was inI reduced. This new system
developed by sophomore
Sheila Ryan and Ken
Gagnon , Chief of Security,

allows the students and
faculty of Colby to register
their valuables worth more
than fifty dollars so in the
event of a theft, if any item
is recovered, the owner can
be identified.
Dorm
representatives ,
who are indicated on
numerous
posters

throughout the campus,
supply registration forms
and an engraver necessary
to imprint one's social
security number into the
item. Students are asked to
list the make, model, year,
serial number , and the
estimated value on the form
of their valuables. For
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valuables such as jewelry,
detailed descriptions are
accepted. All of this information is kept highly
confidential
and forms
should be returned directly
to the Security office.
Ryan emphasized three
main points of the system:
All information received by
security will be highly
confidential, all the forms
will be updated in the
spring as possessions are
sold, and new possessions
are accru ed, and the
security check will be an
effective
means
of
prevention .
When a stu dent turns in
his form , he receives a
photocopy of his form and
several
Colby
Check
stickers. It is suggested that
one of the stickers be placed
prominently
on
the
stu dent 's door so any wouldbe burglar would be likely
to think twice about stealing
somethin g engraved w it h
num bers t h at can b e
identified ,
To date, f ew students
h ave registered, but Ry an
hoped that people will soon
understand an d use th e
system , although she said,
"I' m sur pr ised more people
haven 't taken adva ntage of
it. " She a lso remarked h ow
easy it was to register and
that this system can only
help one's persona l stak e in
crime prevention.
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goals tor her term as
mayor. These called for the
involvement of a : greater
variety of citizens in city
politics. "All meetings are
public -- by law," said Hill,
"but, the city has a .number
of committees and advisory
groups that 1 think could be
used on more issues."Y;
Of Colby's role in the
Waterville community, "Hill
felt that the college is one of
many factors contributing
to the community. ' Colby
brings to the community
many ._ artistic and intellectual events, and in
that way it's very important," she said.
Mayor-elect
Hill's
husband, Kevin Hill, serves
as a Colby trustee and is a
well-known physician in the
Waterville area. She was
glad to have his constant
support and said, "I
wouldn't have gotten into
the campaign if I hadn't
had the support of my
family."
On January 5, 1982 Nancy
Hill will officially take
office as the first woman
mayor of Waterville. Until
then, she will be busy with
other responsibilities to her
family and the community,
especially "getting ready
for Christmas."
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Continued from
this would put too much
power in the hands of the
faculty, and that without
signatures students would
feel less inhibited and most
likely comment openly and
honestly .
George
Registrar
Coleman moved f or an
amendment that would add
th e student's class to th e
Various faculty
form.
that class
agreed
members
opinions on the whole are
im portant . because fi rst
semester freshmen differ
considerably in their attitudes. The motion passed
with little difficulty .
As grow in g dissent over
the anonymity of students'
on
th e
signatures
intensified
evaluations
faculty,
the
between
Professor Sandy Maisel
proposed another amendment. He moved that only
signed forms be tabulated,
and that only the results be
returned to faculty members.
.The mot ion also
passed.
Douglas
Professor
Archibald then presented an

proposal which
E.P.C.
favored eliminating the
distinction between "basic"
and "flexible" credits.
Some courses would be
performing
designated
courses and others would be
experimental
designated
Students may
courses.
elect to take up to fifteen
credit hours of course work
on a pass-fail basis. There
was considerable confusion
among the faculty ' members
on whether or not this would
the graduation
change
requirement. One principle
concern was that this
appeared
to
proposal
change the quality point
requirement. Currently 210
quality points in 105 hours
and . 15 additional credit
h ours are requ i red f or
graduation.
Although the proposal to
distinction
the
abolish
and
between . "basic"
was
"flexible " credits
passed , the part involving
the point system rand
requirements
graduation
was ref erre d back to the
E.P.C; again,
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resolved.
Hill's familiarity with
Waterville politics was a
result of four years spent on
the City Council. She also
served as Democratic City
Chairperson in Waterville,
which she claimed, helped
her abilities as a politician.
As a citizen , YHill helped
create "the only Girl's Club
in Maine." ' Later, she
served as president of the
Girl's Club "board , working
with the Boy's Club to build
a new facility for girls.
Hill's election as mayor is
a landmark in Waterville
history , for she is the first
woman to be elected to the
position. Hill is pleased
about this break with
tradition, but emphasized
that the issue of a woman
running for office "never
was talked about during the
campaign...publicly." •
Hill expects little trouble
with the transition into
office because of her
previous experience witn
Waterville politics. She
admitted that she will need
to acquaint herself with any
"major issues" of the time;
such as property taxes and
possible legal issues within
the city.
At this point , the mayorelect projected general
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Ahhhh , Maine

Maine: a s ta te for all s easons
by Ingrid MacFarlane
There's no place like
Maine. Ayah. With over
2000 miles of coastline, 17
million acres of forest land,
and hundreds of accessible
peaks, the state just can't
be beat.
Boston bites, New York's
used, an d Philly's silly
against Maine's terrain.
Whether it's hiking or
biking, walking or talking,
canoeing or snowshoeing,
Maine has some of the best
offerings in New England.
Do you hanker for hiking?
Maine has ten moutains
over 4,000 feet high, 100
over 3,000 feet high and
hundreds more just under
the 3,000 foot figure.
Only two hours north of
Colby is the 200,000 acre
Baxter State Park region.
This tremendous wildlife
sanctuary is the gift of
former Maine governor
Percival P. Baxter "for the
benefit of the people of
Maine;" Apporximately 50
mountains and endless
trails are under protection
in the area, one of which is
Mount Kathdin. At 5267 feet
(Baxter Peak), Katahdin is
not only Maine's outstanding peak, but also the
eastern United States'
ultimate. The name Katahdin is from the Indian
word
"Kette-Adene,"
meaning
"greatest
mountain."
From Katahdin extends
the longest trail in the
world, the 2000 mile
Appalacian Mountain Trail,
280 miles of which course
through Maine.
Other notable Maine
mountains include Mount
Blue to the southwest of
Colby and Mount Bigelow to;
the northwest. Bipelow is

mountain , , lakeshore, and
seaside paths.
Wolfs Neck State Park in
Freeport is another great
seaside retreat, perfect for
fall and spring strolls,
magnificent for winter
snowshoeing. Just head
down the street opposite
Bean's and drive down the
road a piece.

named for Major Timothy
Bigelow who was with
Benedict Arnold's famous
march through Maine. 'Ole
Benedict figured that from
the top of Bigelow they
would be able to look into
the city of Quebec. Guess
which major was appointed
to climb the mountain to
check it out?
Maybe you clamor for
canoeing. Well the rain in
Maine hardly falls on the
plain. The state is instead
drained by four major
rivers, three of which reach
the sea through their own
coastline. Close to Colby is
the Messalonski Stream
which offers five or six
miles of canoeable water
between the Waterville dam
and Oakland. The nearby
Belgrade Stream also
provides pleasant paddling.
Further from home, to the
south, is the York River.
East Eliot to York Harbor
is an enjoyable pastime of
10 miles. A little further
north is the Royal River.
Enthusiasts will love the 20
mile Intervale to Yarmouth
course. And much further
north is the mighty St.
Croix, offering over 100
miles of varied riffles,
rapids, and rocks.
Oh, would you weally
wather walk? Then check
out Acadia!
Acadia
National Park is on Mount
Desert Island, twelve miles
from Ellsworth, and approximately 2 Vz hours
drive from Colby. The
Island is close to twenty
miles long and eighteen
miles wide with several
ponds and lakes and a
mountain chain of seventeen peaks. Island trails
are well-maintained arid
well-marked, , offering a
rewarding network
of

And the coast? But of
course! Down Maine is
down East is down home is
downright down here. The
Calendar Islands, numbering 365, are part of
Casco Bay which is above
Portland. The islands offer
exciting adventures through
abandoned World War II
naval ' stations and postcardesque scenery.
The Port Clyde-Tenants
Harbor area, extending
southeasterly . below
Rockland, offers a relaxing
escape into serenity.
Popular Bar Harbor, too, is
an inspirational expanse,
conceding no natural beauty
to its popularity.
So you still think biking is
better? " .Just hop ontoyour bike, and head out in
in any direction. Try route
201 to Beans (a day trip one
way)j or 32 to 3 to Belfast,
or route 11 to the Belgrade
Lakes.
,
And yes there is more.
Mountain in
Sugarloaf
Kingfield offers unmatched,
skiing in the east, the
Clifton Rocks area above
Bangor provides excellent
and
climbing,
rock
Moesehead Lake, up north
offers great fishing.
So what did you do last
weekend? Wish you were
Bah!
someplace else?
There's no place like
Maine!
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ofcancer...

YouwobaWyhave
the Btfi.

1» Change in bowel or
bladder habits.
8« A sore that does not ,
heal.
3» Unusual bleeding or
discharge.
4( •ThickenLng or lump
In breast or elsewhere.
8.Indigestion or dim
oulty In swallowing,
G.ObvtouB change in .
wart or mole. .
. 7.Nagging cough or
> hoarseness,
•
8.A fear of cancer that
can prevent you from
detecting oanflor at an
early stage, A stage
whan it Is highlycur'
ablo.Everyoiu's afraid ,
of cancer, but don't lot
it scare you to death.

From Bar Harbor coastline (top) to open ocea r
sailing (above ) tb lazy pasture fields Maine
offe rs a varie ty of activities to fit any tastes.
You cin git theyah fro m heah , ayah .
I
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EXPERIENCE ENqUfNd AT WROXTON COlUqE
In tNe hEART of shAkES pEARE COUNTRy
Spend a semester or a summer session basking in British literature , art and drama -or absorbin g Eng lan d 's his t or y and it s con te m p orar y social , economic and political
sciences. At Fairleigh Dickinson University ' s Wrox t on Colle g e, in t he heart of rural
Oxfordshire , En g land , you learn and live in Lord North' s histor ic home, Wroxton Abbey.
Courses conduc t ed by residen t and visi t in g B ri t ish s cholars , un der t he En g lish lec ture
and t ut orial system, are offered to undergrad uates year-round and to graduate students in
summer sessions . Independent study opportunities, wide-ran ging weekend trips , and
attendance at the Royal Shakespeare Theat re alt -make the time spent at Wroxton a lively
learnin g ex perience, full of En glan d 's past and present. The program is conducted under
the auspices ol a full y accredited, well-establishe d American university. Students Irom
your univers ity have enjoyed the Wroxton experience over the years . To find out how you
. can carr y on their tradition , and to receive a catalog and full Information , send your name
and address , name of your ins t i t ut ion , and no tation of your interest in
underg raduate or graduate s t ud ies , to: OVER SEAS PROGRAM S OFFICE ,
C^Sfc ?
Wroxton S.N., Fairleigh Dickinson Universi t y , Ru t her f ord , New Jersey
jfeRT
No ponon acting within tho scope of his or hor authority and responsibility at
Falrlalgh Dickinson Unlwilly shall discriminate on Ihe baali ol race; color; creed; s ix; national origin;
handicap; military status; or ago, except fo the axiom permitted by law.
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Career Watch
MUSEUM PROGRAMS - Museum Internship at the
Smithsonian. Periods of internships range from 3 to 12
months. Designed for students interested in pursuing
museum work. Non-paying internships. Find out more
in Career JPlanning.

NUCLEAR INFORMATION AND RESOURCE
SERVICE INTERNSHIPS - Interns work year-roundon
projects such as informaticfli-outreach, radioactive
waste, publications, marketing-administration & international concerns. These positions have some pay.
Find out the details about each type of internship in the
Career Planning Office.

COURT REPORTING - Information has just arrived
concerning recognized schools of court reporting.
Maybe this is a career for you! Some further courses
required. Find out the details in Roberts 252.

TEACHING IN PRIVATE SCHOOLS - for those of you
interested in private school teaching, an excellent
placement agencv is available.
Independent
Educational Services has placed many students from
Colby and we have just received word from them that
they have waived the $15 registration fee for their
services. Find out more in Roberts 252.

JANUARY INTERNSHIP - Americans for Democratic
Action. Work includes seminars twice each week.
Washington D.C. location. Find out how to apply from
Gen in Career Planning.
RESIDENTIAL LIFE - Graduate Assistant at Worcester State. This position (like that of Head Resident)
involves administrative, counseling, supervisory and
programming responsibilities. As part of payment, you
would receive tuition abatement for six graduate credits
per semester at "Worcester State. Find out details in
Roberts 252.
i
. FOREIGN AFFAIRS - Six month internship designed
J>r students interested in foreign affairs who may be
taking time off before entering graduate school in the
field. With the Carnegie Endowment for International
Peace. Some interns assigned to the Arms Control
Association, or to Foreign Policy Magazine. Others
work with ongoing projects in the Washington office.
Find out more in the Career Planning Office.

SUMMER TEACHING INTERN - at Smith College.
As many as eight graduate level credits can be acquired
- through work in this program. Teaching at elementary or secondary level. Career Planning has the
details.
PUBLIC POLICY AND CORPORATE SOCIAL
RESPONSIBILITY - The Investor Responsibility
Research Center provides services in ' the form of
reports and books on such issues as EEO, enviromental
and social problems, the practices of U.S. companies in
South Africa, and nuclear power development. Interns
work full-time in research activities, including: attending congressional hearings, interviewing, attending
conferences and meeting with corporate representatives. Salaried. 3-6 mos. Find out more in Career
Planning.

HOUSING IN INYC - Some companies participate in a
housing program for their new employees. This service
helps you finds a place to suit your needs and pocketbook. If you get a position there, or want to go there to
work, look into this service. Information available in
Roberts 252.

AFRICA-Crossroads Africa offers summer, Peace
Corps-type, programs for work-travel and study in
Africa. They are looking for leaders as well as volunteers for the program. Much information available in
Roberts 251.

KB*

MINORITY JOB HUNTERS - The Black Collegian
provides a resume referal service for you. They will
send out your resume and put you in touch with possible
employers. Applications for this service are available
from Gen in Career Planning.
PARK, FOREST AND RESOURCE MANAGEMENT The Student Conservation Association, Inc. offers Spring
programs for "management assistants." You would
work for the National Park Service, the UJS. Forest
Service, or Bureau of Land Management. An excellent
way to gain valuable work experience. Find out the
details in Roberts 252.
CAMPUS ADMINISTRATION - Southeastern
Massachusetts University.
Campus Center-Night
Supervisor.
Responsible for the operation,
management, and supervision of the campus center
during the evening hours. Good salary. Find out more
in the Career Planning Office.

• Gay-Straight alliance

Continuedf r om Pa ge2
prejudice.." He added that
Colby should be broad
enough to encompass all
and
that
interests,
harrassment has not been
tolerated in the past.
The group is currently
planning to become more
than a support group. The
members are planning to
bring the documentary film
"The Word is Out," about
being gay in America, to
Colby, and other lectures
are being planned.
a
In
December,

representative from The
Maine-Diguilty, a CatholicGay group, will speak. They
also hope to increase their
supportive efforts arid plan
to institute a hot-line for
gays who are unwilling to
come to meetings.
But its most important
aim, for now at least, is that
of support. Says GSA
President Mary Jane Bates,
"The group should be, a
place where anyone can go
to talk about how they feel
about their relationships
with anyone. "

THE NORTHEASTERN MBA

Here's a way
to earn an MBA
that really makes
sense.

When you study for your Master of Business Administration degree in the MBA Management In tern Program at
Northeastern University, you have six months of paid
on-the-job experience interposed between two periods of
accelerated classroom study of six and nine months.
The value of this work experience goesbeyond the apparent
benefits of a balanced exposure to theory and practice/The
rewards can be meaningful and numerous in terms of total
educational perspective, self image, and fu ture career
goals. Most management intern students' income for the
six-month period can be a substantial contribution to the
cost of earning the Northeastern MBA degree.
Northeastern University is located in Boston ,a city with a
wealth of cultural resources and entertainment and recreational facilities.
Classes begin in June and January.
For comple te information on the Northeastern Management Intern MBA Program as well as other full-time and
part-time MBA programs , call (617) 437-2719or use the
coupon below.
Graduate School of Business Adminis t ration
Northeastern University
360 Huntington Avenue, Bos t on, MA 02115

Name

,

Address
Clty/Stato
Schoel
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The train ,operated by Canada 's equivalent of
Amtrak, VIARAIL, was one of a number discontinued following Canadian Transportation Minister
Jean-Luc Pepin 's decision to reduce passenger train
service by 19 percent on November 15. Most of the
trains dropped were short hauls in eastern Canada
and British Columbia, although one of North
America's most famous premier long haul trains,
the Montreal and Toronto to Vancouver Super I
Continental also rolled up its last miles.
Pepin 's aim was to reduce VIARAIL's 1980 deficit
of $320 million by $100 million. Neil MacNeil, a
spokesman in the Minister 's office in Ottawa
elaborated, saying that the cutback decision included reducing Canada 's transcont inental ca pacity
Continued on p ag e20
'

by Greg Nemrow
Earlv last Sunday morning at 3:00 a.m., the last
westbound Halifax to Montreal Atlantic Limited
pulled out of the station in Jackman, Maine - its ten
blue and gold cars and powerful diesel engines
quickly disappearing into the darkness as they sped
towards the Quebec border. Two and a half hours
later, on the other side of the state, the last eastbound Atlantic re-enacted the scene as it left Vanceboro on its last run into New Brunswick. When
dawn broke, the state awoke to find itself left
without any passenger train service for the first
time in 145 years, and six northern towns had to
face the prospect of a more isolated future.
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£ Telephones

Continuedfro mPa ge!

conversations, , but most will not be

available to students. Push button phones
will be available in offices but not on
dormitory floors, since they cannot be hardwired, or secured and since they "would
have a tendency to disappear/' sai d
Goodine.
Y
Students seeking information concerning
the acquisition of a private phone can call
Brenda Shaw at the Waterville telephone
company, at 872-2363, But, for at least the
next two weeks* It'll cost you twenty cents,

Art s
Watch 'em die

a mixed bunch

Tem^

soul. Her smoking on stage was especially distracting ;
and as for the dynamics of her relationship with Philip
Lombard , I couldn't tell whether they were old lovers
rekindling an illicit affair , or two co-workers who had
sneaked off together for a dirty weekend by the
seashore. Clay Hutchison 's Philip Lombard was charming enough , but in a cold, calculated way. He looked
out into the audience all the time , trying to see what
kind of an effect he was having. He was more the
twerpy rake than the cool Sean Connery adventurer , and
this, I think , was due to his having played the same kind
of a rake only four weeks ago in "Charley 's Aunt. " He
displayed , disappointingly, t oo man y of the same
mannerisms . Scott Sophos's Dr. Armstrong fell apart
convinc ingly, and I believed it when he said he,was a
former alcoholic who accidently kiUed- a patient in the
operating ro om. He was nervous and jumpy. It was
pitiful when he was murdered . Ann Brachman 's Emily Brent , on the other hand,
p
la
yed the only chara cter it was a pleasure to see
i(bumped
off. Severe , drawn ,_ and prim , and as immorally
upri ght as any religion-crazed old maid , Brachman 's
Brent read aloud from the scriptures and held everyone
in contempt . The characterization was complete , from
the tone of voice to the stiff , rigid bend in the neck, and
when Mi ss Emily Brent was . finally stung with a
ihypodermic needle , I was grate ful someon e had th e
{foresight to shut the old cow up.

by Adam Bolonsky
When the insane jud ge Sir Lawrence Wargrave (Dave
Worster ) chased "Vera Claythorne (Laurellie-Suesann e
Jacobs ) about the stage in act three of Lisa Smith' s
production of "Ten Little Indians ," I wondered what the
hell he was going to do with her.
. Granted , he had a noose in his hand. But what was he
going to do, hang her from the edge of the coffee table?
There wasn 't even a beam handy in the ceiling to throw
the noose oyer. So Wargrave brandished the noose like a
wet towel , chased Miss Claythorne around , and Miss
Claythorne , f or some reason , screamed unt il Philip
Lombard , blood spilling from his guts , rose f rom the
land of the half-dead and blew the judge away. In the
Agatha Christie orijgin al, Miss Claythorne hung herself:
The sole survivor among ten murder victims on an

Continued on pa ge9
(photo by Gretchen Beam

Philip (Clay Hutchinson) and William Blore
(Matt Ames) wrack their brains
]
upsetting when I found out his head had been bashed in

with an axe .
In fact , with the exception of Emily Brent (Ann

Brachman ), it was upsettin g every time a victim was
bumped off . The boorish Anthony Marston (Steve
pool-room
D'Andrea ) , despite his gum-snapping,
demeanor , was a happy-go-lucky, amiable gu y. When he
was poisoned , I felt sorry for him , but only to a point :
he was really a jerk when it came down to it. Indeed ,
D'Andrea played the delicate line of the harmless jerk
admirabl y. Matt Ames' equally obnoxious William Blore
was ingrat iatin g as well, if for nothing more than his
unconscious slobbiness. Ames had a habit , however , of
slapping the other actors around , a mannerism he has
used in two other of his previous roles.
Laurellie Suesanne-Jacobs as Vera wasn 't tawdry
enough.: it was difficul t to see her as the tart with a

R udd lgo re : great fun
What do you get when you
add a British baronet hiding
out in a nearby village
under the name of Robin
Oakapple who, if he accepted his title , would be

comp elled to comm it a

crime every day; a jilte d

sa i lor who , even thou gh he
knows i t w ill mean
betra yi ng hi s bes t fr i end ,
feels it is h is dut y to reveal
Robin 's true ident ity an d
get the beautiful y oung

(photo by Gretchen Bean,

j ud ge Redgrave ( Dave Worster) screams for
justice as he prepares to kill Vera »

otherwise deserted island , she chose the easy way out
rather tha n face the police.
What we had , then , last weekend was a lousy adaptation of a very good thriller. I'll never understand why
the playwri ght , for example , made Vera and Philip coo
eternal love to one another at the end of a 42-hour
bloodbath. Who would want to make love in a house full
of mangled corpses? Moreov er, how many men , with
half of their intestines blown out , are really in the mood
to do so anyway?
The production did, however , have its highlights , most
notably the second and third acts. The first , un- ,
fortunately, fell as flat as the dull and 'repetitiv e intonations in Ca rol #isenber g's voice. In her portraya l of
Mrs. Rogers the housekeeper , Eisenber g was neithe r
interesting nor convincing. She looked, in fact , quite
bored. To compensate , she polished the wooden, trim of
a couch . Then , having brou ght it to a high gloss, she
seemed to look for her reflect ion In it. Elsenber g's
presence , in other words, was abstracted at best. Mitch
J. Walkow itz ' characte riza tion of Rogers had more life.
Tall and stooiwd, ho . looked harried and worried , yet
dependable. Although he came off more like Mrs .
Roger's son than her husba nd , he was likeable. It was

soprano who never makes a
move without consulting her
little book of etiquette ;
Robin's younger brother
who now unhappily holds
the baronetcy and the curse
that goes with it; a mad
woman
who ,
though
possibl y on the br i nk ol
lunacy, becomes calm u pon
hearing the name of a sma ll
un important
town
in
En gland ; a picture
ra gallerv

s
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act , and some of
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Give up? I don ' t blame
you. You get a zan y an d
hilarious
Gilbert
and
Sullivan musical named
Ruddlgore , which will p la y
at the Waterville Opera
House tonight , tomorrow ,
and Satu rday nights at 8:00 .
. Ruddlgore

will

be

directed
by
Pro f essor
Sewell , musically directed
by Professor Machlin , and

will star Frank Mc Gee,
Mary Rudol ph;*" and Dan
Crocker. Adva nce ticket
reservations can be made
by calling extension 2338 at
Colby College.
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Vera ( Laure llle-Suesknne J acobs) turns qnY I r *****
her suspect lover
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(Glay* Hutchinso¦n) ' j
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Come see it. It pr omi ses
to be creat fun.
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Fear and loath ing in the cra fts fair
by J. Nash Robbins
On Saturday, November
14th, the 12th Annual Colby
Crafts Fair, to most accounts a great success,
came to Colby's fieldhouse.
Comments such as "!. ^
great !''
predominated
among the buyers, while the
artists themselves seemed
content with the day's
profit. "It 's a nice place,"
said one. "You get nice
people here."
This success may be
attrib uted , in no small part

It is, however, all too easy
to create a rosy picture of
the. life of the artisan as
one of laughing and j oking
with acquaintances from
Other shows, of m aking
pieces of art during the week
and selling them off on
the weekend amidst friendly
rivalry. The world of the
Craft
Fair,
however
friendly it may seem, is no
joke; imagine sitting with a
group of objects . that you
had made yourself, sitting
for hours at a time, waiting
and hoping that enough
people will buy yojur wares
to "make the trip worthwhile. Most of the artists
hold 'regular' job s to pay
for their 'hobbies'; most
would rather not have to.
Imagine,
too,
being
surrounded by almost
eighty other artists, some
with pieces similar to your
own, all of you competing
for a limited market. This is
not enjoyment, this is yrprk,
hours of " boredom and
disappointment,
possibly
house spent by dedicated

to the variety of crafts
shown off during the course
of the day, but it was not
merely variety which made
the day. In order to reserve
a booth, most of the artists
had to send pictures of their
work to a committee, to
insure that a decent standard of quality was met.
Rumors that an unspecified
jeweler had gained entrance
by sending photos of his
pieces being modeled by
nude women were quickly
squashed ;
this
year 's
committee was composed
entirely of women.

artists who want nothing
more than to break out of
their normal jobs.
You could see it in the
faces of some of them; see
the pain in the hunched
shoulders, in the glares
accusing
the
people
strolling by without stopping. For at least two of
the artists at- the fair , the
day was a disappointment,
spent watching people flock
to other tables, to see other
crafts. Determined, theV
sat through the tedium,
endured the humiliation of
being all but ignored, living
it seemed, only on hope.
But it was a bad day for
only a handful of the
craftsmen. For most, the
mediocre crowds were large
enough to at least pay for
the trip and , more often
than not, a little bit more.
The style was eclectic.
The methods ranged from
displays on black polyester
covering a folding table to

: y

(photo by HeidiA2Cool)

Anthony diBon a ventur a

Piano recital: a
maste rful performaiice

Continued on next page

by Susan French
The recital given last Sunday evening to dedicate

Colby's new concert grand piano proved to be a
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B rowsers enjoy the diverse offerings at the
Crafts Fair

Hi Our CLOTHIN G FROM INDIA mm

Hi is rich , delectable , and cozy : mh
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m
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Happy Thanksgiving!

pianist Anthony
masterful
performance by
diBonaventura.
Mr. diBonaventura, who has to his credit numerous
accomplished performances all over tlie world, has also
performed several times at Colby prior to this recital. In
general, the superior quality of his technique and his
acute artistic understanding of the music combined to
give the audience a wonderful demonstration of both the
artist's ability and the new piano's capability.
' Mr. diBonaventura chose a program that was
delightful even in its variation. He began with Mozart's
"Sonata in D Major " and fully exploited the potential of
the work in his performance of it. His well thought out
interpretation of the work showed a deep understanding
of Mozart, and his beautiful phrasing emphasized this
again. Every note was played as if the pianist loved it,
and the result was a warm and spirited performance of
Y
2
this sonata.
The "Sonata No. 1' by Alberto Ginastera is a twentieth century work . of an entirely different character,
and Mr. diBonaventura switched from the mood of the
first piece to this second one with ease. Each movement
of this sonata is itself different in character, arid the
pianist recognized' this, expressing the mood of each
movement in a distinctive and appropriate way. Mr.
diBonaventura's technical virtuositywas quite apparent
in his performance of this piece/Sometimes his hands
were a blur of motion on the keyboard while at other
times his fingers caressed the keys gently, as if drawing
every pure note from the heart of the piano. ' ,„
The third work on the program was Chopin 's "Sonata
No. 3 in B Minor, " Chopin's music is .a test for both
piano and performer, and in this case both passed the
test in excellent form. Again, Mr. diBonaventura
showed sensitivity in his expression of the different
moods of the piece. He paid careful attention to subtle
details of phrasing and dynamics which added much to
the beauty of the work, The pure, clean sound he
produced seemed particularly well-suited to . Chopin 's
•; : ,
music.
Mr. diBonaventura is an extremely fine pianist who
deserves much acclaim for his abilities. In this recital
he showed that he is perfectly comfortable with Varying
musical styles and that he can express his interpretations
in a most beautiful
and convincing man¦
¦
. - ,. • ¦ '
ner. .
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Have a good vacation !
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• Ten Little Indians

' Arts Notes '

Dave Worster 's Judge Wargrave and Neal Cousin s
General Mackenzie displayed psychological depth.
Worster 's transformation from calm judge to justiceseeking madman was startling and terrifying. His
control on stage was complete, as was Cousins'.
i Cousins, with his hair pushed off his forehead, and his
ideepset eyes, could have passed for a man of sixty.
!Poise and understatement have defined his roles ever
Isince I saw him in "Macbeth." His descent into madness was disturbing because it was so subtle, yet,
ultimately, discemable. And poise has always been the
earmark of Worster's characterizations. His descent
was frightening in that it was so abrupt. His character
was a man insane from the start, and when his madness
finally showed, it hurst up like a firecracker. Cousins'
Mackenzie, however, deteriorated; he cracked up like a
glass of jelly would if you pushed a knife through its
contents until it hit bottom.
Lisa Smith should work on her directorial technique.
At one point there were so many characters exiting and
entering in such rapid succession, I thought the cast was
having a contest to see who could run around the most
and get away with it.

(photo by Gretchen Bean)

Ruddlgore, Gilbert and Sullivan's tragicomic
musical; a production by Performing Arts and the
Colby Glee Club. Thursday, Friday, and Saturday
at 8 pm, Waterville Opera House. Call x2338 for
ticket reservations.
Percussion Workshop with Alan Dawson in the
Band Room, Bixler. Friday at 4:30 pm.
Concert - Alan Dawson with Colby's LoComotion.
Also appearing, the Bowdoin College Jazz
Ensemble. Thomas College Gymnasium, Friday at
8 pm.
Stu-A presents two Hichcock films: "North by
Northwest" and "Suspicion." Lovejoy 1O0, Frida y
and Saturday, 7 & 9:30 pm. (On Friday, "North by
Northwest" will be Shown at 7 and "Suspicion" at
9:30; on Saturday, the order of showing will be
reversed.) Admission.
Music for Chamber Ensemble Vesper Concert
with Jean Rosenblum, flute; Dorothy Reuman,
cello; and Adel Heinrich, organ. Lorimer Chapel,
Sunday at 4.

cardboard boxes filled with
a jumble of sweaters to
similar objects carefully
hung and draped around a
stall. The merchandise,
too, was varied, ranging
from pottery to sweaters to
wool for making sweaters to
herbs to iron ware to food.
The sellers ranged from
Colby
students
to
professional potters, from
hippies to conservative
looking school teachers.
And it added up to the
12th Annual Colby Crafts
Fair, a good time for all.

Alan Dawson to perf orm
* by Rich Patten

Poetry Reading by Nikki Giovanni. Lovejoy 100,
Thursday, 7:30 pm. .

General MacKenzie
(Neil Cousins') creeping
© crafts fair
i nsanity provokes distress eiaoorate snow cases, irom

(pnoto courtesy Aartan loj

;

"El Salvador - Another VietnanTFilm in Lovejoy
215. Thursday, 7 and 8:30.

and watch. The best is yet David Prescott. It. should be
to come, however. ;
one awesome show, and will
Alan Dawson will perform start at 8 p,m. in the
own Thomas College GymColby 's
with
LoComotion Big Band, also nasium. This explosive
directed by Adrian Lo. Also performance has a FREE
performing will be the .admission. DON'T MISS
College Jazz IT!!
Bowdoin
ensemble, directed by

Film Direction presents "Casino Royale."
Lovejoy 100i Sunday at 8 pm.
"The War at Home," film shown for History 417
but open; Lovejoy 100, Wednesday, Dec. Z, 6 pm.
Juggling Qub organizational meeting. Smith
Room, Roberts, Wednesday, Dec. 12, 7:30 pm.
COFFEEHOUSE. O.k. Bi Brothers, Bluegrass,
Friday, 9 p.m. Gordon Tweedy andy Frient&
Saturday , 9 p.m.
./ .' . ¦'

^ 4*Maui Street , Oakland , Maine 465-745 1
Thursday

Nig ht:

SPECIALS

Chicken Caccitore with noodles

Friday Nig ht:

Seafood Df ewburg with rice p ilaf
Sp inach roll with creamed mushrooms
Roast prime rib of beef with baked potato

, Alan Dawson is a
drummer
known
internationally
for
his
mastering of solo and jazz
Satu rday g ht: Lasagna with garlic bread
performance. For man y
Seafood kabobs with rice p ilaf
years, he has instructed his
professional . technique to
Roast prime rib of beef with baked po tato
forhiriiite students at the
Berklee College of Music ,
Alan Dawson also has
g ht: Rata touille crepes with rice p ilaf
performed with many j azz
greats, most: recently Dave
Brubeck, with whom he's S •A CHAIN SAW DOESNT FORGFVE&
§
a
touring presently.
This Friday at 4:30 p.m., I •PROTECTIVE
CLOTH ING &
8
EQ
In the Band Room of the
ARE A MUST!
UIPMENT
SAFETY
OF WmE W
if F llEECLj iSS
Bixler Music and Arts
^
;
Center , Dawson will lead a
Weda,
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.
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\ Thurs
sponsored by the Colby
Pftt H™^?
PERFECT FOR CHRISTMAS
! J ennifer
Fri ,& Safe Carlton MKn g
College Band and directed \
;
by Adrian Lo. This
Tues.-Sai llam,to 9:30pm
g|
workshop Is open to anyone iFd R DETAILS WRITE: HU LLO)
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Dinner Spin to
to 2pm
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Winter Carniva l-- the history and futu i

1937 to 1980
by Jennifer Julian
Roberts Union was just a twinkle in its architect's eye
when Colby celebrated its first Winter Carnival in 1937.
lt was the beginning of a Colby tradition.
What a weekend, what a weekend! Perley Reynolds
and his orchestra performed, accompanied by the
charming personality and voice of Miss Edwina
Thibideau. Janet Hollis, a sociology major from Newton,
Massachusetts was crowned Snow Queen and presented
with a silver loving cup at the Carnival Ball.
What a weekend! There was a hockey game with B.C.,
a '.i-2 loss, and a skating show. On Saturday, between 7D0
and 1,000 people gathered on Mayflower Hill to watch
toboggan races, a tug of war, ski relays, and snowshoe
contests.
Such was the first year of a tradition that survived for
twenty-nine consecutive years. By 1939, a mere three
years after the birth of Winter Carnival, Colby fancied
itself steeped in Carnival tradition. A carnival preview
artic le announced, "...the name of the carnival queen
lias always been a secret until the Friday evening of the
carnival weekend." 1939 marked the first year that a
ska ting exhibition opened the weekend -long Winter
Carnival on Friday afternoon, presenting, "an ensemble
of co-eds in a fancy skating exhibition ." Separate prizes
were, awarded for the best men 's and women's snow
sculptures.
By 1960, the carnival, then in its twenty-third consecutive year, had developed into a four day
celebration . A 1960 article entitled "Carnival now a four
day 'Holid ay ' of fun and music, " stated "Winter Carnival at Colby is no longer a new venture. It has become
an annual affair looked forward to by everyone as the
firs t big ^weekend of second semester."
The history of winter carnival is filled with snow
queens, carnival balls, sing-a-longs, and contests. But
that' s not the whole story .
It was troubled by recurring appearances of inclement
weather and student disinterest.
For each of the fi rst two years of winter carnival,
skiing activities were cancelled for lack of snow. A 1939
article stated, "For the past two years, the snow conditions have been such that it was impossible to hold the
scheduled races. "
In 1967, the weather was rainy, and the snow sculpture
contest was called off. In 1980. mud volleyball and

frisbee officially replaced toboggan races and sculpturing on the carnival schedule.
Disinterest has also made its appearances in winter
carnival history. In 1968 a campus organizer submitted
a plea to save the remnants of winter carnival and to
support spring carnival: "What is of major concern to
me is the availability of personnel to perform the
various jobs that are necessary so that the show may go
on...At this time iVould like to call upon.the students of
this college to come forth with examples of generosity
befitting the Colby philosophy."
In 1967, winter carnival unaccountably 'disappeared
from Colby life. For seven years, there were no queens,
no snow sculptures, no carnival balls, and no need to
depend upon the collicky nature of Maine winters.
1975 saw winter carnival spirit rekindled after a seven
year dormancy. Thirty-eight years and 31 carnivals
after the first program in 1937, Colby celebrated the
first of the "second generation " of winter carnivals: no
queens, no carnival hall, no ski races on Colby slopes,
but yes, there were was snow and yes, there were
sculptures, and finally, yes, there was enthusiasm.
THE COLBY ECHO, Thursday, February 20, 1975 "Ah , but hurray, hurray, for 1975! That exciting year of
depression, but who would know it with a weekend as
just passed Colby? Colby College, excited about
something. You bet your sweet --, well it was and is
excited. An inspired hockey team, 25 toboggan teams,
35 cross country skiers, one gigantic tug of war, over a
dozen snow sculptures, a basketball victory, and a tense
women 's hockey triumph. Even Sellers came through
with a fine banquet. And the beer, omigod all that
beer!... "The Shittons" put on a show to a full gymnasium, long to be remembered. One alumnus commented that the last time he had seen the gymnasium so
full of people was at a war strike rally; Well, this was
not a war strike rally, but generally, a good time for all.
In the six years since the 1975 rebirth of Winter
Carnival, Colby has experienced years, of enthusiasm
and abundant snow, and years lacking in both. While
first generation carnivals were sponsored by the Outing
Club, the most programs have been sponsored by Social
Life. In the most recent turn ot events, Colby Winter
Carnival has been cancelled for lack of student interest
and lack of snow in recent years, thus Winter Carnival
may well be a tradition of the past.
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i of one of Colby 's greatest traditions
From the Echo - Feb. 8,1939

Carnival Pointers
The question in most minds
Is what to wear this weekend. For the skating Party,
Friday afternoon , the usual
warm ski suits, jackets, etc.
Friday evening at the Varsity
Show and the Barn Dance ,
Informal clothi ng. Old
clothes or ski clothes are
essential. Saturday morning the usual out-of-door
tlress. Saturday evening, infor
mal de
mal dress. Th is means a suit
for the m ale, and evening
gown for the female.

"Students would rather go
by Donna Altenpohl
to Sugarloaf than stick
Along with fraternity
for winter carsmokers, pyramid parties, around
"
said an
nival.
and ^ide-line rugby game extreme Neville
lack
of
snow
kegs, so another well
in
the
mud
cir"resulted
established Colby tradition
fraternity
on
cumstance
has seen its last days :
row" during last year's
Winter Carnival.
carnival when mud sports
The carnival has been replaced snow activities.
eliminated from this year's The major problem with
Stu-A budget in favor of an winter carnival, according
assortment of Winter brea k to Neville, was that "people
activities.
were not doing things." He
According to Dean ot added that the carnival
Students Janice Seitzinger, could not <be scheduled in
and Director of Roberts January because the people
Skip Neville, the ter- who left for Jan Plan might
mination of winter carnival feel cheated: Yet, it is
activities is based on the apparently too close to
undependable snow con-, spring carnival if it' s
ditions and on the apathy scheduled any later.
exhibited by students during Facing the possibility of
recent winter carnivals. As having no winter activities
Seitzinger stated, "One on campus, the Social Life
could never be sure if the Committee has come up
designated weekend would with an alterna tive plan;
fulfill
the
weather events have been scheduled
requirement," pointing out for the winter break octhat the carnival is con- curing the week between
tinually being put off almost Jan Plan and second
until spring.
semester.
Because the carnival was
usually held in late January
Some of the activities
or early February, the planned include I-Play
administration felt that it sporting events, films, a
was too close to the social formal or dance, and
weekend designated for a field day sponsored by
spring carnival.
each individual dorm. The
If the weekend of winter actual schedule for winter
carnival is not abundant break, however , has not y et
with snow, "students are been determined, and the
uninterested and show lack been determined and the
of participation in the committee is still seeking
scheduled
events. "
According
to
Neville, student input.

First Queens, Last Queens
above - queen candidates of
1966, right-1937 - the ~
first queen , Janet Mollis
Left faculty statue of
1949 taking shape, along
with DU , in background.
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Ann ouncements
DANCE with "Attitude Problem " will be at GAY-STRAIGHT ALLIANCE will meet at NIKKI GIOVANNI , a Gincinnatti author,
9 p.m. on Nov. 20 in Foss dining hall.
7:30 p.m. on Nov. 22 in Smith Lounge, will read poetry at 7:30 p.m. in L100 on
Runnals.
Nov. 19.
.
STU-A FILMS presents "Suspicion" at 7:30 FILM DIRECTION presents. "Casino
p.m. and "North By Northwest" at 9 p.m. Royale" on Nov. 22 at 8 p.m. in L100. No "RUDIGORE" a Gilbert & Sullivan musical
a
on Nov.21 in L100. Admission charged.
admission.
will be presented Nov. 19-21 at 8 pm by
Performing Arts and Colby Glee Club, in
the Waterville Opera House. Music will be
VESPER CONCERT, "Music for Chamber THANKSGIVING RECESS begins atl:20 i arranged
by Paul Machlin and play will be
Ensemble" with Jean Rosenbloom on flute, p.m. on Nov. 25 and continues through Nov. directed by Rich Sewell.
Dorothy Reuman on cello and Adel 30.
Heinridi on organ will be held in the chapel
on Nov, 22, at 4 p.m.
VISIT MUSEUM GIFT SHOP, Museum
•*
LECTURE "Language and Politics in Lobby - Bixler Building. Good variety of
Quebec'1 with Assoc. Prof , of languages Jon gifts . available.
Open during Museum
QUAKER MEETING will be at 2 p.m. on Weiss will , occur in conjunction with hours: ten to twelve and one to four-thirty,
Linguistics 211 on Dec. 2 in L207.
Nov. 22 in Rose Chapel.
Mon. - Sat. Two to four-thirty, Sun.
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FILM, "El Salvador - Another Vietnam"
will be sponsored by Stu A Cultural Life and
the Government Dept. on Nov. 19 at 7 &
8:30 pm in L215.
COLBY CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP meets
on Nov.20 from 6:30-8:30 p.m. in the Chapel
Lounge.
STU-A FILMS presents Hitchcock's "North
By Northwest" at 7 p.m. on Nov. 20 in L100.
Hitchcock's "Suspicion" will be shown at
9:30 p.m. Admission charged.
.
OPEN CLASS in- conjunction with
Astronomy 131 "The
Search for
Extraterrestrail Intelligence" with Dr."
Rudolph Skild, Astronomer from the
Harvard-Smithsonian
Center
for
Astrophysics will be at 9:30 a.m. on Nov. 19
in Keyes 105.
PHYSICS SEMINAR with "Dr. Skild occurs,
the same day at 4:30 p.m. in Mudd 311.
ART TABLE meets in Whitney Room,
Roberts at 5:30 p.m. on Nov. 19.
CROSS COUNTRY SKI WAXING clinics
will be held every Friday from 7-8 p.m. and
every Sunday from 2-3 p;m., except on Dec.
25 & 27, in L.L. Bean's reta il ski department
in Freeport through March 1.
FLl/ SHOTS are available for $2.50 to the
Colby community on Tuesdays, We dnesda ys
and Thursdays from 1-3 p.m. on the 2nd
floor of the Health Center.
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ENERGY ACTION GROUP meeting on
Nov. 19 is in Keyes 102.
U.M.O. CRAFTS FAIR will take place on
Dec.. 5 & 6 from 11 a.m. to 5 p.m. in the
Memorial Union Building at Orono.
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To whomever sai d students must
.
slon evaluation forms ,
What kind of narc are you f
Don't you trust your students to
write honestly by thei r own free
w il l \ Wo won 't stand to see our
integrity Insulted like this.
these
Students boycott
eva luation forms.
•From
anothor
UNSIGNED
opinion
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The ?
Bowdoin
Beaters
The Colby 'D * digs
in , read y to stick

another Bowdoin
Polar Bear. (At
right) The Bowdoin
Beaters Coach Tom
Kopp and captain
2
M att Maley

I (Photo by Catherine Stehman (left))
| (Photo by Whitney Draper (right))
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Mules grab season fin ale 17-13
by Arthur Jackson and Don McMillan
Colby's football pro gram had one of its brightest days
in recent years last Saturday when the inspired White
Mules knocked off the visitin g Polar Bears 17-13 in front
of 2,500 satisfied fans at Seavern 's Field.
An incredible individual performance by captain Matt
Maley and a clutch Colby defensive effort together with
t he fum bling expert ise of the Bowdoin ball carr iers
allowed the Mules to snap their 4 game losing streak
and win their first home game since 1979. That year
the y also b eat Bowdoin at home in the f inal weekend of
the season . This year 's victory shot the Mules into
second place, in the final CBB stan dings ( behind 2-0
Bates) and left Bowdoin and Colby with 2-6 season

marks.
O ne special pla y gave C olby th eir only tou chdowns

and propelled the Mules to their big win over Bowdoin.
Coach Kopp saved the play " W ing R ight Bootleg
Reverse Left" for when Colby was within breathin g
room of the endzone and the " Bowdoin Sur prise "
worke d on both occasions.
The " Bowdoin Sur pr ise" was run from the Polar Bear
eight and six yardfine like this: Quarterback Tom
Walsh took the snap and rolled left with all of his
blockers . Two rece ivers broke to the left so it app eared
the play was going in that d irect ion. However as Walsh
went lef t he handed of f to Maley who was runn ing right

Colby 's first "Bowdoin Surprise " was set up by
Colby 's other key weapon - the punt rush. Tom
McGillicuddy, "the Master of the Block" led a horde of
Mule rushers into the Bowdoin backfield where punter
Mike Siegal wasn't expecting as much company.
Siegal saw he couldn 't pun t and tr ied to make a bre ak
for the first down but McGillicuddy tracked him down
on the Bowdoin 10. Three plays later Colby unveiled its
"Bowdoin Surprise. " Maley 's extra point gave the
Mules a 10-7 lead with 2:29 left in the half.
In the third quarter Colby increased its lead to 17-7
with their second "Bowdoin Surprise. " M ale y made two
key catc hes to keep the drive al ive and Brent Butler
ad ded some p ower packed runnin g.

The Bowdoin

Surpris e

wing r ight bootleg 'reverse option
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GENERAL PRACTICE

REDUCED FEES FOR COLLEGE STUDENTS
NO CHARGE FOR FIRST J / 2 HOUR CONSULTATION |

by Peter NewmanIn

the

spotlight

...

somewha t

the ir
vith
disappointing 2-6 season ,
Colby football has brought
out die best in a number of
pla yers , b oth on offense and
on defense. Two players
that have stood out part icularl y th is season , are
senior Ca pt a in Matthew
Male y and j un ior Thomas
McGuillicuddy,
for the
offense
and
defense
respectively. Male y led the
Colby offense from the
receiving position while
McGuillicuddy worked from
the
Colby
defens ive
secondar y .
Matt Male y, from Darien ,
CT, led the Mules in
receiving and scoring this
season. Maley 's stat istics

as if on a reverse.
Once Maley got to the right side of the f ield he had

two options : 1) he ' could keep running or 2) he could
pass. Against Bowdoin Maley didn 't have any problems
deciding, On both plays Peter Dooling slipped quietly
out of the backfield and ran into the endzone where the
closest Polar Bear still seemed to be in Brunswick. He
was
open !
All Maley had to do was lob I* to Dooling and the
Mules had six points. Betore Colby got a chance to
execute the sur prise play, Bowdoin had grabbed a 7-0
lead in the first quarter. The Polar Bears could hav e
been ahea d by more but the y had a case of fumbleitis.
The Mules got their first points on a 25-yard Maley
field goal. Quarterback Walsh and Maley nearly hooked
up for a touchdown on the play before the FG , but
Maley was ruled out of bounds. Larr y Roop's fumble
recovery on the Bowdoin 34 gave Colby good field
'
.
position .

Top p erf ormers
Giller and Maley

Colby 's defens ive unit simply bore down when they
had to and came up with the clutch plays . Five times
Bowdoi n wen t for it on fourth down andT four times the
Mules rejecte d their efforts.
As for turnovers , Bowdoin gave away the ball very
generousl y - six times to be exact - and severa l of these
stalled impressive Bowdoin offensive drives . Sean
Hooper picked off a pass and recovered two fumbles to
lead the turno ver parade.
Bowdoin 's offensive combination of sophomores John
Mac GJ -livray and John Theber ge accounted for 296 of
Bowdoin 's 335 yards of tota l offensive output. John
. Theberge scrarhbled very well in the game , as he has
all year , and his ad-libbin g kept the Mule defense
guessing. He threw for 94 ya rds and ran for 54.
Mac GIJ l ivra y , a converted defensive back , carried the
Both ThebQrge and
ball 33 times for 148 yards.
jyiacGllllvray ran for touchdowns.
The '5'10" 180 pound" JVlacGillivray opened up the
game 's scoring with a three yard rush at tne start of the
second quar ter.
Bowdoin 's second and final score came with just 59
seconds left in the game when Theberge busted into the
endzone from a yard out that made the score 17-13.
An obvious onside kick followed but Polar Bear kicker
Slegel booted it into the hands of Colby 's John Intravia.
Fr om then on the Mules sat on the ball until the final
second ticked awa y. And then the celebrating began.

show an outstanding final
season. Male y has pulled
down 26 passes for a to t al
of 360 yards giving him a
10.3 yard average.
In add ition to hel pi ng
provide the driving punc h
when the team was on the
move , Maley also serve d as
the Mules punter after
unsuccessful
sequences .
Maley booted 47 punts with
a 31 yard avera ge.
With point after touchdown conversions Maley is 6
for 6 and he is 2 for 3 in
field goals, Matt led the
Colby offens e in total points
scored with 41.
Offensive . coach Wally
Covell added , "Matt is a
good competitor. - He has
good ability to get open and
see wha t the defense is
doing. His assets are a
combination of good hands
speed."
and
good
Although the Colby offense was not as successful
as they wanted this past
season , Captain Maley is
obviously a very key part of

the offense and has led
Colby to a number of big
wins throu ghou t his car eer
including an oustin g of the
long time rival Polar Bears
of Bowdoin last weekend.
On the other side of the
Tom
football ,
McGuillicudd y,
f rom
Needham , MA , lias been
outstandin g^ on the Colby
defensive since his freshman year when he once was
chose ECAC Rooki e of the
Week .
Statistically , McGillicudolv
shines above all others with
(infour
interce ptions
cluding two against Tufts)
and a number of blocked
kicks
and
punts.
McGillicuddy
had
two
blocked
punts
against
Union , a blocked punt and
kick against Middlebur y, a
blocked field goal against
Bates , and another denied
punt against Tufts. The
defensive line sets up for
McGillicudd y to break

through and get at the
kicker or punter . Coach of

the defensive secondar y,
Bob Ewell added ," "We
cr eate a sea m for h i m to
rush through. "

Ewell also commented
that , "The defense as a
group has done well and

Tom is one of the outstanding . players on the
team. He performs consistently well every game
and his greatest asset is his
speed. " McGillicudd y has
"made the big plays "
throughout this season.
McGuillicudd y and the
entire Colby defense; had a
stron g season, although all
too often th e toa m had one
lapse that proved to be
good
detrimental/
A
defensive performance and
a stron g offensive effort ,
thou gh, put Bowdoin -in the
losers column on Satur day. .

Men 's cross-countr y 4th at
New
En gland Div. 3 meet
By Dave Bell

I Play Supe r Bowl

Zete nips Heights 7-6
by DedeCalvin ;
In the 1981 I-PIay "Super
Bowl", Zete I beat the
Heights 7-6 to capture the
championship
for
the
second straight year.
Football
commissioner
Bruce Shain said the game
was the conclusion to the
best season I-Play football
has had in recent years. He
attributed the league's
success this year to the new
deposit system which kept
forfeits to a minimum and
lead to better team consistency.
The Heights and Zete
earned their positions in the
finals by beating KDR and
Tau Delt, respectively, in
the playoffs which were
held two weelcs ago. The
standings at the end of the
regular season were the
Heights in first place
followed by Zete I, Tau
Delt, and KDR,
The final game turned out
to be evenly matched and
was hot decided until the
last few seconds of the
game. Zete I captain Chris
Murphy admitted that the
Heights came pretty close
to tying it up. Zete had
scored early in the first
half, but the Heights came
back to score in the last few

The Colby Super Bowl ?? Joe Valle of the Heights
IS "tackled " by Jim O'Sullivan (Photo by CathStehmm)
minutes of the game. The league this year, the
Heights could have tied the Heights was not expected to
score if they had gotten the be on top of the league, but
they surprised everyone by
extra point.
Murphy credited his going undefeated In regular
defense with playing very season play. Captain Joe
well in this game and Valle said the team was
throughout the season and disappointed at their loss to
pointed out Bruce Shain, Zete, whom they had beaten
Brian Russell, John Howley, earlier in the season. But
and Jim O'Sullivan as team Valle added that they were
leaders. Zete I had had a still psyched to have gotten
Outstanding
championship team in the that far.
past four seasons of I-Play players for the Heights
football and always has alot included Doug Mears (ofRob
Bernado
of participation according to fense),
(defense)
.
and
Brian
Murphy.
As a new team in the Karras (special teams).

Captain of tne football
team, Matt Maley, was
awarded the Gold Helmet
for . his outstanding performance against Bowdoin
last Saturday. Maley was
picked as having the best
game in Div. 2-3 by the New
England Football Writers

Association.
Maley accounted for ali of
Colby 's points in their big
17-13 victory over Bowdoin.
Maley threw his first passes
of the year and both were
touchdown completions to
Peter Dooling. Maley also
kicked a 26 yard field goal

"
Junior co-captainsTodd Coffin and Kelly
Dodge led the Mules' cross-country team to
a fourth place finish in the New England
Division III national qualifying meet in
Boston last Saturday. The team 's finish, the
finest in school history, qualified them to
participate in the National meet, to be held
at Carthage College in Wisconsin this
Saturday.
Individually, Coffin and Dodge were
outstanding. Finishing sixth, Coffin set a
new school record over the five mile course
at Franklin Park. He bettered the record he
set a week ago in the All New England
meet by eleven seconds, running a 24 .^3
(4:50.5 per mile pace). His performance
was one of the finest in Maine history.
Kelly, in tenth place, ran the second fastest
Colby time, a 24:26, improving from his
previous best of 24:36. The two of them
started out in a pack of runners, coming
through the mile mark at about 4:40, and
the two mile at 9:30. It was over the last
mile, though, where they made their moves,
passing 17 runners between them, and
finishing brilliantly.
Rob Edson finished 3rd for Colby, in 25th
place. Somewhat hampered by tendinitis in
his ankle, he still ran a fine 24:40 and was
the first freshmen finisher in the whole field
of 200 runners.
Continuing the team's success on the dayTerry Martin finished in 42nd place and as
the 2nd overall freshman. He too improved
his time, this time down to 25:02.
Freshmen Tom Pickering and Andy
Sheehan both ran well, as they matched
previous times on the Boston course. Tom,
finishing in 55th place, and Andy, in 96th
place, had times of 25:41 and 26:20
respectively .

Maley wins Gold Helmet

Coach Wescott was very pleased with the
team's fine effort and continued progress.
This young team is the first ever for Colby
to qualify for the National race. They
finished a close fourth ( 123 pts.,) behind
Brandeis (69) , Southeastern Mass. Univ.
( 103), and MIT(115) . Maine rivals Bates
and Bowdoin were no where to be found .
Unfortunately, a restrictive regulation
slighted Colby 's spirits somewhat. A
NESCAC rule prohibits the team to go to
the National meet as a team. Only individuals are allowed to go. As a result,
Coffin and Dodge will represent Colby next
Saturday. Leaving Friday morning, the two
of them look forward to the 8000 meter
race. For Todd, this will be his second
appearance as he ran in the Nationals last
year and finished 57th.

Cullenber g
to Nati onals
Anne Cullenburg will join Coffin and
Dodge in Wisconsin as she also qualified for
the NCAA Nationals on Saturday . Running
as an individual, Anne ran the 5000 meter jr
18:22 (5:55 per mile) and finished 11th. She
ran her best time ever", improving 1:22 from
the week before. A junior, Anne has the
distinction of having qualified for twc
National races, the AIAW and the NCAA.
Both are next Saturday and Anne will run
in the NCAA meet as her expenses are
covered for that race.

r.

and added both extra points
after the TD's.
From his split end
position Maley caught 3
passes for 45 yards. The
versatile Maley punted
eight times for a 30 yard
average and returned one
kickoff as well.
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Mixed recor ds in '81
by Chris Carniosino
„ ., the
..
Hoth
men 's and women's athletic programs experienced varying levels of success this fall. The men 's
cross-country team and the women's tennis
great success and finished with winning recordsteam had
Although some of the other teams' records
not as
impressive the squads hit season highlights were
in winning
heated rivalries , finishing strong in post-season play or
producing ou .standingindividual achievements
Ipng and Patient year, an inexperienced
_ .. w,, £wasJ?
team highlighted its season with
football
a victory over
arch rival Bowdoin. Senior captain Matt Maley capped
brilliant career by accounting for all of Colby's 17 pointsa
in that game, as he threw two touchdown passes, kicked
a field goal, and added both extra points. Many lettermen will return to next year 's squad, including some
key defensive players and the entire offensive backfield
which are signs of good things to come.
'

I

Like the football team, the field hockey team initially
suffered from inexperience, but the women came on
strong in the second half of the season. In the Northeast
Tournament the team finished 2-0-1 with victories over
Middlebury and Western Connecticut, and a tie with
Smith College. Five Colby players were named to the
New England all-star team. Jill Watson and Sheila Ryan
were named to the first team, Diane Peterec and Sandy
Lang made the second team, and Jessica Gwynne made
the third team. All but Lang will be back to lead the
squad next year.
.
The women's soccer program continued to improve
this fall. The team finished with a 4-7 record, which isn't
all that bad when you consider that the program was
started only three years ago. Seniors Linda Churchill,
Jeffra Becknell, and Karen Cowles were recognized for
their outstanding individual performances and eontributions to the growth of the team. A talented freshman class developed over the season.

continued on next pag e
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1982 looks bright
continued from previous page

The.men 's soccer team got off. to a poor start, but
finished by winning four of their last six games behind
some fine personal efforts. Senior captains Dan Roy,
Tim Cross , and Pat Fortin demonstrated excellent
leadership as well as exceptional skills. Jamie O'Neil
emerged as a quality goalkeeper , and his presence next
year will be the team's greatest asset.
The men s cross country team capped an impressive
season with two tournament performances that earned
them, a- high ranking in New England. In the NESCAC
tournament, the Colby runners blew away competitors
from nine other schools to easily take the title. The team
then went on to place fifth out of thirty-five teams in the
New Englands. Consistent veterans Todd Coffin and
Kelly Dodge combined with a group of talented freshmen led by Rob Edson, to make Colby the,8th ranked
cross-country team in New England (that includes
divisions 1,2, and 3) this year.

aHraHH._____H
MBBa_BraROEHBH»ia«HH-_-H__m_____E
The women's cross country season was highlighted by
a strong team performance in the New Englands and
the amazing accomplishments of Ann Cullenberg. In the
New Englands, the team placed a very respectable 17th
out of 32 schools. However, it was Cullenberg who
dominated Colby's season. In the NESCAC tournament
she olaced tenth out of 62 runners, and in the EATAW
tournament she placed tenth out of 102 runners. This
latter feat earnea her a shot at qualifying for the NCAA
Division 3 National Tournament. In the qualifying meet
Ann finished 11th in a field of 84 to qualify for the
National Division 3 race.
Last, but not least, the women 's tennis team smashed
and volleyed its way to another successful year. Colby
combined a talented group of singles players led by
number one player Maura Shaughnessy (2nd in Maine),
with some consistent doubles teams to finish at 7-3.
After a tough loss to Bowdoin in the MAIAW, the women
came back strong to finish 9th out of 39 schools in the
all-division New England Tournament. Colby averaged
their loss to Bowdoin in the state meet with a victory in
the last meet of the vear.

~Wrom the Editor -

Letters

Gone, but not for gotten

The rundown on the RLC

Winter Carnival is a Colby tradition that cam e in with a bang in
1937 but is going out w ithout even a whimper in 1981.
At one tim e, Winter Carnival was a four-day extravanganza of such
magn itude that classes were cancelled to accomodate i t / T h e event ,'
how ever , has experienced a number of problems over the last few
years and this year has been ph ased out of the Stu-A bud get in favor
of undeterm ined "winter break activities. "
Unfortunately, Winter Carnival has been abandoned before being
pronoun ced clinically dead. One complaint against it is that it "burns
out" the campus organizers who sponsor these events , leaving th em
w ith neither the tim e nor the energy to devote to Spring Carnival. No
a t t e m p t has been made , however , to . organize a Winter Carnival
Committee Y separate from Social Life or other organizations
"
responsible for the yea r ' s calendar.
Weath er conditions have als o hindered the success of winter carnival. Colby Winter Carnival periodically has gone for several years
at a tim e with poor snow conditions , and in fact , the first two carnivals suffered from uncooperative weather. Outdoor activities are
und eniably an enjoyable and important part of Winter Carnival , but
they shoutct not be the sole reason for holding it. Skating parties , or
contests such as last year 's D a t i n g Game are among the myriad of
possibilities; for indoor or non-snow related activities that could be
run during the weekend Winter Carnival at one tim e was the social event of the year at
Colby. Perhaps student interest in such activities or in any type or
org anized winter weekend no longer exists. After all, it has been 15
years since the last ice show opened the festiv ities or since the last
queen was crowned . Winter Carnival has been an important event in
C o lby 's history, but a progra m as complex and time consuming to
plan and execute can 't live on the tradition behind it. Ener gy, new
ideas , and great amounts of studen t interest are the only support
system that will keep W inter C arnival alive.

Help those who help

To the Editor: •-*
On November 7, Fred their three daughters will
Powell was injured in a be forced to live (in addition
hunting accident (see Nov. to paying medical ex12 ECHO) , incapacitating penses) with the income
him for an undetermined from Linda 's salary alone.
length of time. His family 's The Powells are known
income will be reduced by among friends as generous
more than half after his last to the extent of subjugating
paycheck is issued today. their own needs to meet
Fred, his wife Linda, and those of others. Fred is
The ECHO encourages letters to the editor.
Letters must be received by Monday night before
publication and must be signed, although the
author's name will be withheld upon request. All
editorials are the opinion of the editor only. Commentaries are the opinion of the author only, and do .
not necessarily reflect the opinion of the ECHO.
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.Arts Editor
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known by many as the B &t
G guy who always says Hi";,
Iinda is familiar to friends>
and brothers of Tau Deltai
Phi and Lambda Chi Alphai
tireless'>
as
their
housemother and maid.
Those who know the Powell1
family don't need to bei
convinced - those who don'ttknow them should only hopeto meet a family so sin-cerely benevolent.
All students, faculty andi
staff may support the5
Powell family . at thiss
critical time. Please send1
cards and contributions to
the Powell family accident;
fund, c/o box 740.

I would like to take this
opportunity to explain a few
things about the newly
formed Residential Life
Council (RLC).
In past years, the Stu-A
Public
Information
Chairperson has been the
chairperson
of . the
Representative Assembly.
The Rep. Assembly was
made up of dorm, frat ,
sorority, and off-campus
Rep.'s. Their basic function
was to serve as messengers,
as a link between the Stu-A
and the student body,
relaying information both
ways.
However, this
Assembly never really
seemed to get people involved. I felt, along with
the other Stu-A Board
that
this
members,
Assembly needed more of a
purpose, a more defined
function , in order to be
successful.
Then, last spring, the
Student Affairs Committee
proposed the formation of a
Residential Life Council.
This council was to be
composed of all Head
Residents, two IFC Reps.,
one off-campus Rep., and a
liason person for the Social
Life Chairperson of the StuA.
All guidelines and
decisions of this council
would be subject to approval by £he Student
Affairs Committee, which is
comprised of students,
faculty, and members of the
administration.
The Stu-A Board members decided to combine
these two ideas and we
came up with our own
revised version of the RLC
proposal. We felt that there
should be more direct
¦
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student involvement in a recent editorial, money this
council such as this, which year is tight all over, and
would be taking such < a we will do the best we can
major
role
in
the with what we haver I would
development and coor- like the RLC to be budgeted "
dination of campus ac- enough money so that it
tivities. Also, theYRLC willy- could2 2,allocate
equal"
be carrying out the major amounts ot money to each
function , once intended for dorm - frat, giving thein
the Rep. Assembly, of enough money to get- an
presenting
students' y event off the ground, but not
opinions to the Stu-A Board enough to finance the event
through the Public Info. by itself/ I hope this will
Chairperson and carrying encourage dorms - frats to
information from the Stu-A work together and pool their
to the student body.
funds to co-sponsor an
An RLC Rep. will also be event. Groups will be enresponsible for representing couraged to use their money
his (her) dorm or frat at the creatively - for events such
RLC meetings. The Dorm as Ms trips or speakers, for
Council consists of a Dorm example.
Social
Chairperson
The size of the council is
(responsible for social another area of concern. I
activities within the dorm), must admit, a main oban I-Play
Coordinator je ctive of the RLC is to
(responsible for organizing present a. fair represenand building enthusiasm for tation of Colby/s student
I-Play teams) , a Room body. The RLC is chaired
Draw Rep., Food Service by the Public Information
Rep., and a Dorm Staff Cliairperson of the Stu-A
member who is selected by with the assistance of the
the dorm staff (responsible Social and Cultural Life
for informing the Dorm Chairpersons. The RLC is
Council of school policy and made up of 13 dorm
preventing conflict between representatives, 11 Frat dorm staff sponsored ac- Sorority
representatives,
tivities and RLC sponsored and
one
off-campus
activities).
representative.
This brings up an area
where I believe there is From this group we will
elect 4 members to sit on an
some misunderstanding.
The RLC should not in any executive board, along with
way take away from dorm the three Stu-A represensponsored activities.
If tatives.,
I am anxious to get the
dorm
staff
anything,
members should look at the RLC together and hopefully
RLC as a source of help in build some enthusiasm and
sponsoring ... a social or strength within the group.
cultural event. The Dorm If , after a while, it is
Social Chairperson of the ,: evident that changes need
Dorm Council can certainly to be made, we/^an make
still organize events for his- them. However, ,1 feel
her dorm that are not RLC confident that we have
sponsored.
Continuedon Page1$
As was brought up in a

Steven S. Nicholas
Managing Edito r
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Gregory W. Nemrow
News Edi t or
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Opinion
Colby s dirty p ictures

A crazy numbers game
When I came back from an afternoon class a
couple of days ago, there was a note on my door:
"Steve, call Financial Aid immediately!"
So I hurried to the phone, with visions of financial
woes stomping in my head. After all, the message
did say "immediately," implying a certain degree
of seriousness.
It was just another on campus phone call. Or so I
thought...
I grabbed the receiver and dialed the three-digit
number, just as I had done thousands of times
before. But instead of hearing that familiar, dul ,
and oftentimes endless ringing on -the other end
(doesn't anyone answer the phone at this joint?), I
heard what I thought would make a catchy jingle
for the introduction to a cheap science fiction
movieY Beep, bop, blip. Beep, bop, blip. Beep, bop,
blip.
Beep, bop, blip.
Had I dialed wrong? Was the phone out of order?
What had ' I done to deserve this audio-torture,
which certainly should be reserved for the
Russians, and other evil conspirators.
And then it dawned on me. The long-awaited new
phone system had finally been implemented. I had
noticed a new extension number pasted on the dial
a few ' days earlier, though I hadn't observed any
real changes. But there, in that tiny, stuffy booth,
with my financial future in limbo, it dawned on me.
New, phone system. It could have happened at a
better time...
The next thing that dawned on me after the
revelation, was a question: "How the hell is a
person supposed to make a phone call when he
doesn't know any phone numbers?" What good does
a
sparkling new, computerized phone system with a
; capacity
carry 2000 extensions, do for students
1 who can'tto
use it?
As it turned but, the call from the financial aid
office was important , but not a matter of life and
death. After I called the college operator to get the
new number of: Roberts Desk, then called Roberts
Desk for the new financial aid number, then called
the financial aid office itself (a frustrating
procedure which took over four minutes), I learned
that I was simply missing some forms in my files.
But what if it had been a matter of life and
death? What if someone were seriously injured in
some way? Oftentimes four minutes . can be the
difference.between life and death. Someone could
have been dying or becoming permanently maimed
while a would-be saviour struggles frantically with
the hew phone system., calling back and forth
Across campus for various phone numbers,

This may be dismissed as a sensationalized
complaint, but I know of at least one such incident
that has already occurred. A man on duty for
SPECS last Monday had to contact the infirmary to
confirm the whereabouts of a call for help. By the
time he dialed his way from the operator to Roberts
Desk to the infirmary, and got to the scene, the
injured person had already been taken care of by
someone closer. We were lucky this time...
But even if this complaint ( and, from what I've
gathered, it is not unique to me) is for the most
part, just a disgruntled response to a mere inconvenience, the fact remains -that -it could have
been avoided altogether.
The new numbers were pasted on campus phone
dials well in advance of the actual transition. But
the numbers, while printed in directories that can
be bought in the bookstore, were not made available
to students. So everyone on campus knows their
own number, but no one else's. Something is backwards...
Now, with the new numbers in their fourth day,
Colby students, beingthe bright lads and lasses that
they are, have begun to improvise, making their
own telephone "directories."
Four-digit numbers, etched in indelible black
marker ink, have already begun to decorate the
walls of the telephone booth where I live. But it
seems foolish to me that it had to happen this way.
Why should I have to rely on a wall to provide me
with telephone numbers? And why should I have to
read the Roberts Desk number.off a wall at a 45
degree angle, instead of off a white sheet of paper,
nice and straight? Why weren't directories made
available, and the transition made smoother?
Perhaps I'm just a bit spoiled, whining, and
wailing about something that is really only a minor
inconvenience. But it seems so damned avoidable.
The whole thing reminded me of that somewhat
uncouth joke I'm sure we've all heard at one point
or another :
Q: How do you torture Helen Keller?
A: Rearrange the furniture!
How do you torture 1600 students whose primary
source of intra-campus communication is the
telephone? You just change the phone numbers and
donft tell anybody!
Surely the implementers of the new phone system
would not rearrange the furniture on a Helen
Keller. Would they?

ssn

Third Fl oor

%RLC inf ormation
Continued f r om Pa ge18
developed a strong foundation for a successful
Residential Life Council.
Our main concern, as StuA Board members, is that
Colby has a great need for
pulling the student body
together and for creating
direct links between the StuA Executive Board and the
rest of the student body. A
lo£ of people have put time
and consideration into this
RLC proposal and I hope its
newly elected members will
also be enthusiastic about
developing a council of

students whose main goal is
to create a more unified
student body.
As a contributor to the
development of the RLC, I
would like to say that the
idea behind it is not to take
power away from any individual group* but to
strengthen
the
Colby
community and the individual groups within it
Sincerely,
Janice McKeown
Public
Information
Chairperson
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To the Colby student of effort to avoid the
body : What is the first presence of broken glass
A
thing you are likely to see and scattered litter.
on your way to breakfast broken bottle takes one to
Sunday morning I If it has two hundred years to be
been a typical weekend, recycled to nature. A paper
there will be an assortment cup probably takes one to
of smashed or stray beer two years to decompose.
bottles as well as various, Yet no more than half a
paper cups to greet you. I minute is needed to walk to
find it hard to believe most the nearest dumpster and
of us find this sight pleasant properly dispose of trash,
and would not like to see it thereby eliminating the
either
reduced
or whole problem of litter.
Better yet, why not save the
eliminated if possible.
Whether we care or not, empty bottles from the
Colby has a campus of weekend's partying, return
great
beauty, them for the five cent
natural
feudeserving
better deposit, tmd put the money
treatment than we give it. towards next weekend's
In fact, the manner in refreshment?
which we abuse our en- Perhaps by starting out
vironment is representative with a personal change in
of the attitude that is attitude we will eventually
rapidly accelerating our be able to effect some
nation's descent into en- positive change in the
vironniental destruction.
conditions of our enEach of us rationalizes the vironment on a larger
tossed beer bottle with the global scale. In society,
self-assuring
comment, nothing functions Without
"someone will clean it up. " the individual. Each of us
Hooker Chemical Company can surely make this small
probably had the same expenditure of energy to
attitude. There is no longer insure ourselves a more
any time or place for such beautiful and more healthy
unproductive behavior to place in which to live.
exist.
'Sincerely,
It takes a bare minimum Timothy Gale
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# Canadian cuts end Maine passenger train service
Continued f rom Pa ge 6
by fifty percent. Though the Atlantic and Super
Continental were eliminated, Montreal-Vancouver
and Montreal-Halifax trains will continue to run on
parallel routes.
MacNeil also said, when told that the Atlantic
normally carried up to 300 riders in each direction
on as many as fifteen cars during the summer , that
the train was still only running at forty percent of
capacity and lost $25 million last year. Based on
that decision , it was more economical to retain the
Montreal-Halifax Ocean Limited, which traverses a
longer route through northern Quebec. He added
that Pepin's office had received only three letters
protesting the cutback from northern Maine in the
past three months.
Based on that, it would seem that Maine residents
were ambivalent about the impending loss of service, but such was not the case. Passenger trains
had been run on the line since the Canadian Pacific
Railway constructed it in 1890. For residents of
Vancehoro, Danforth . Mattawamkeae. Greenville
Jet., Brownville Jet. and Jackman, the Atlantic was
a convenient, pleasant way to get to Montreal and,
to a lesser degree, the Maritimes. For the Squaw
Mountain ski area and the Moosehead Lake region
near Greenville, the train brought in necessary
tourists as well.
Even persons living in Maine south of the train
regularly made efforts to patronize it. Citizens of
Bangor usually boarded the train in Brownville Jet.
The station aeent in Jackman also reported that
residents of Skowhegan and Waterville, 100 miles
distant, routinely travelled to Montreal on the train.
After the cutbacks were announced last summer,
Maine residents hoped that a variety of strategies
would save the train, only to see them all fail this
fall. From a Canadian viewpoint , Pepin was legally
able to discontinue anv train without even a public
hearing, which he did. Since the Atlantic ran
through America thought, the I.C.C. could have
requested public hearings to debate the order. The
I.C.C, at Canada's request, declined to do this,
saying the train was primarily Canadien. Besides
that, Canada had allowed Amtrak to drop two U.S.Canadian trains in October without a protest.
Then citizens and state officials undertook a
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thorough search at the Maine State House to find an.
old document that allegedly bound the Canadian
Pacific to provide passenger service for as long as
it owned the line. That document couldn't be found,
but sincje theCanadiangovernment, and not CP Rail ,
was now providing the service its effectiveness was
in doubt.
Next, Maine's Public Utility Commission, acting
at the request of sixty-six petitioners along the line,
said it wanted to help save the train, but regretfully
decided that it had no jurisdi ction in the matter.
Finally, Governor Brennan wrote a personal appeal
to Pepin suggesting ways to save rail service to
Maine.
'
All these efforts were in vain though/ and as a.
result Maine joined the ranks of New Hampshire,
Oklahoma and South Dakota as one of four states in
the continental U.S. without any passenger trains.
The result in the six towns the train passed through
was a virtuaL elimination of transportation except
for the automobile. Only Mattawamkeag has
regular bus service. Jackma n has it only during the
summer. The other towns don't have it at all.

the Boston & Maine discontinued Boston-Portland
service in 1964.
. . ' 2- - J' ; 2' '
Y
The Atlantic was a luxurious, comfortable* train,
too. It was usually equipped with roomy coaches,
Pullman sleeping cars, a fine dining car and a
lounge car. Until 1978 it had also carried a vistadome car , one of tbe last in the East. Under CP
Rail/the train sported flashy red and white striped
diesels and j sleaming silver, stainless-steel cars.
When VIARAIL took it over, the engines b ecame
royal blue, black and yellow, as did the passenger
cars. '
The train was a friend to its riders. They knew its
look; they knew its conductors and its engineers.
The crew knew its riders, too. One Philadelphia
doctor, who had built a lavish summer home in
view of the rails near Jackman, recalled riding the
train one night from Montreal there.
While conversing with the conductor, he learned
that the engine crew had been following the construction of his house each time they passed it
during the previous year and had wondered who
lived there. The crew was so amused to have him
on board that when they heard the doctor haldn't
called any of his friends in Jackman to meet his
train they told him not to get off there. Instead,
they later stopped the train a few miles past the
station and let the doctor off in back of ,his house, in
full view of his friends who were awaiting his call
from the station.

Whether or not the cessation of passenger service
will have a drastic effect on the towns' economies is
unknown yet. In all six towns the train stations
were shut down immediately, eliminating some
local railroad jobs, although some workers will
remain to service the continuing freight train
service. In Brownville Jet , the town was clearly
worried, but the station agent in Jackman said , "I
can't see that it (the discontinuance) would have
too much of an impact."" However, he did
acknowledge one sentiment common in all six
towns, "The gap left by the train will make us quite
an out-of-the-way place
transportationwise,
especially in the winter."
In anv case, the last run of a passenger train in
Maine was a sad event. The Atlantic Limited had
run as a named train since 1900. Originally it was
operated by the Canadian Pacific Railroad between
Montreal and Saint John, N.B. When VIARAEL took
over CP Rail's passenger trains in 1978, the Atlantic
was extended to. Halifax. It Jiad remained the only
tra in serv ing th e state f or seventeen years, after

Now, stories like that and the Atlantic Limited
are just a memory. In a sense, they aire victims of a
modern world Which hasn't time for small towns
and slow trains. Northern Maine, . never highly
accessible, has lost a valued contact with the rest of
the world, and its people, wh o rememb er when
trains were important, have a vague sense of
sorrow about the whole thing.
For towns along die discontinued route, the old
New England saying that "You can't get th ere.
f rom here" has taken on a hew meaning. For the
state, it has just witnessed the end of its rail
passenger service, something it has had since 1836.
That fact can't be taken lightly.
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